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Abstract 
We prove that all the self-reading sequences defined by Gh. P&n and A. Salomaa in [2] are 
not ultimately periodic. 
Paun and Salomaa have defined in [2] several types of “self-reading sequences”, all 
of them having in common certain features: 
l they are one-sided infinite binary words, 
l they are obtained inductively, starting from a certain prefix w,,, 
l at stage n + 1 we “read” the word w, of stage II, then we create a certain binary 
word x, =f(w,) ( f being a given mapping) and then we put w,+ 1 = w,x,, 
l the final word is lim,,, w, = w,,xoxl...x, . . . . 
Let us consider some examples: 
(1) z,(a), CI E (0, 1) +; w. is the binary expression of a and x, is the binary expression 
of the number of zeros in w, followed by an extra zero. For instance, 
zo(0) = 0(1)0(10)0(100)0(111)0(1000)0(1100)0(1111)0(10000)0... 
(the parentheses are used only for clarity, they do not belong to the sequence). 
(2) z,(co, a E (0, l}+; it is defined similarly to zo(a), but counting/adding ones 
instead of zeros. 
(3) z;(a), c1 E (0, l}‘; it is defined as Z,(U), but without adding an extra 1. 
In [2] it is proved that zo(cl), zl(a) are not ultimately periodic (whereas in [l] it is 
shown that every binary string is a substring of z1 (TV)). The problem is left open for the 
sequence Z;(U) (the corresponding sequence .z& (E) is shown to be ultimately periodic 
for all a). 
Here we prove a general nonperiodicity result from which it follows the non- 
periodicity of all the above-considered self-reading sequences, thus setting the prob- 
lem in [2]. In this aim we use the following 
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Lemma. Let (u,)..~ be a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers such that 
we have a,+I c 2.a” for all large enough n. Then the binary sequence obtained by 
concatenating the binary expansions of a,,, al,. . . (in this order) is not ultimately periodic. 
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that the sequence is ultimately periodic. As this 
property is not affected by removing a prefix of the sequence, we may suppose that 
a, + r < 2. a, for all n and that the sequence is in fact periodic. Suppose that the length 
of the period is p. 
From the inequality a, < a,+ 1 < 2. a, it easily follows that lb(a,) < 
lb(a,+ i) d lb(a,) + 1 (where lb(m) is the length of the binary expression of m). More- 
over, as the sequence (lb@,)), a ,, is not bounded, we may find an index n such that 
p divides lb(a,). Take now lb(a,) = m.p, m EN, and choose n such that 
lb(a,+J = m.p + 1. 
Since the sequence is periodic, the binary expansion of a,,, denoted by bin@,), 
consists of m identical blocks, bin(a,) = zP. But then bin(a,+r) consists of the same 
m identical blocks followed by a single bit, y, bin(a,+ r) = zPy. This implies 
a n+ 1 = 2. a, + y 2 2. a,, a contradiction. 0 
In order to state the main result, let us specify some notations: 
0 {O, 11’ = l(0, l}* u {O}, 
l for a binary word w starting with the digit 1, we denote by ii, 
binary expansion is w, 
the integer whose 
l for mapping f: (0, 1)’ --f (0, l>+ we denote byf: N + N the mapping obtained by 
interpreting the binary words as integers, 
l the self-reading sequence produced as above starting from the word w and using 
the mapping f will be denoted by S( J; w), 
l for a word a E (0, 1) + we denote by tl’ the word obtained by deleting the initial 
zeros (if any) from CI. 
Theorem. Let f: (0, l}+ + (0, l}+ be a mapping having the following properties.. 
(1) for all w E(O, l}+,fo) >f(w); 
(2) fE44; ____~ 
(3) for all w, x E (0, l}+, f(wx) = f(w) + f(x). 
Then S(f w) is ultimately periodic for no w E (0, l} +. 
Proof. Let w0 = w and a, = X, = f(w,). Then the first condition simply states that 
4 < a,+ 1. 
From (2) and (3) we will infer lim,,, a,,+ i/u,, = 1 as follows. 
Because 
~ - 
a n+1 =f(w,+1) =f(w,x,) =fO +fO = 44 +f(x.) 
we have 
ail+1 -= 1 ; f(xfJ - l+f(x.)= -. l +fF) 
4 a, xll x, 
As lim,,, X, = co, the desired relation follows from condition (2). 
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As a, < a, + 1 and lim,, m a,, 1/a, = 1, the conditions from the previous lemma are 
fulfilled, hence S(f, w) is not ultimately periodic. 0 
Return now to the sequences defined in [2]. The sequence Z;(E) can be obtained, 
modulo a finite prefix, by takingf(n) = the number of ones in the binary expansion of 
n and w. = c(, hence it is not ultimately periodic. The sequences zo(a), zl(cl) can be 
handled in the same way (with a small problem in the case of zo(a) for a = 2’ - 1, 
when the sequence a, becomes increasing only from a,, but this has no effect on the 
ultimate periodicity). The above theorem can be used for obtaining the non-ultimate 
periodicity of other related self-reading sequences, too. 
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